Welcome to 2021! I’m excited for a new year and hope you are as well – I’ve got my fingers
crossed for a good one! This month, our topic is loneliness and solitude. That seems appropriate for
January, doesn’t it? Especially after the year we just had. I really missed not being able to see my
friends and families like we would have during a normal year. Of course, in my house, we have the
opposite problem – there are so many of us (two grandparents, two parents, three kids and three dogs)
– it would seem like no one is ever lonely here. However, even with all these people around, I still feel
lonely from time to time. My very best friend lives in Missouri and we had to cancel our plans to see
each other twice. I’ll admit I was pretty disappointed. We always have so much fun together – mostly
because she thinks I am funny (unlike my own children who do NOT find me funny), we have inside jokes
and I feel really comfortable with her because we have known each other for so long. Luckily, I am
holding out hope that we’ll be able to get together this year so I try to remember this when I miss her
and start to feel sad. I also have to remember that we have all had to make sacrifices this year - some
much more so than others.
When you feel LONELY, what do you do to make yourself feel better? Sometimes I’ll call a
friend or distract myself by listening to music. However, if this doesn’t help, it means I also have a lot of
other emotions going on. When I start to feel this way, I actually like to be by myself. Usually I’ll take a
little break and know that my mood will improve once I go outside for a bit. This is my space for
SOLITUDE, a place where I am alone, but ok with it because it gives me a chance to get rid of my
negative feelings. My mood improves so much when I can feel a little sun on my face, get a deep breath
of fresh air and take a walk out in the open. This is my way to escape for just a little bit. Taking a
moment to enjoy all that nature has to offer fills me with such a sense of wonder. I get lost in my
thoughts and start thinking about all the amazing things humans have discovered about our world and
universe. For instance, did you know that trees “talk” to each other through their root systems and that
it rains diamonds on Jupiter?! I also enjoy history and often find myself daydreaming about the lives of
early humans and how dinosaurs were probably walking around right where we stand (I LOVE
dinosaurs). Although, in some places, we would have been in an ocean! This is also the time that I drift
off and wonder about the really “big” questions that most humans have had throughout time. I’m sure
you probably have thought about some as well.
I also use solitude to help with my emotions. When I get a chance for solitude, I practice being
present and still. It helps for when I feel upset or out of control. I find I am better at reminding myself
to take a deep breath and am usually able let those feelings pass without acting on them. I’m still a work
in progress though and don’t always do this, but I’m getting better. As Ralph Waldo Emerson says,
“Nothing can bring you peace but yourself.” And finally, one last thing about taking a moment to go
outside even when it’s cold out. Many of us have to sit for long periods of time inside due to school or
work. Try to take a little time every day (at least 15 minutes!) to go outside for a bit. It’s great for your
body, just like eating healthy and getting enough sleep. Your body will thank you!
Until next time, stay warm -

PS – The balloon is for you to make a frozen colored ice globe! If you get a chance to try it out – I would also love to see a pic! The link for
descriptions of these activities can be found on the UUCE webpage – it’s under RE Connect Resources. There are also some other great
resources about getting out in winter, ideas for what to do outside this winter and information on why and how to be mindful. I hope you take
a moment to check it out! The birdseed is for our feathered friends – you can sprinkle it on your yard or maybe make a birdseed ornament!

Family Query Time
Get the fam together and take some time to find out something you might not know about each other.
Start with the youngest person in the family and go around the table with each person answering the
question, then move on to the next and then go around the other way.
 What do you do when you start to feel lonely?
 Do you (or would you) like to include solitude in your daily life?
 What do you like to do when you are by yourself? Does it ever change how you feel?
 What is something that you wonder about or are curious about?
 What is something in or about nature that seems incredible to you?
 What is your favorite winter memory?
 What is one thing you enjoy doing outside during winter?

Mindfulness in Nature: A Quick Guide
Sit Outside and Listen
Listening meditations are type of meditation in which we focus on just one of our senses: hearing. We
bring our attention to all of the sounds around us — the loud and the soft, the near and the far. While
listening meditations can be done anywhere, nature is an excellent place to practice this type of mindful
practice.
What to do:
First, bundle up – it’s cold out there! Find somewhere outdoors where you won’t be disturbed. This
could be on a bench in the park, lying down in the grass (or snow), or sitting outside on your front steps
or back porch.
Close your eyes, take a few deep breaths, and then focus on what you hear.
Notice which sounds are most obvious to you, and then those that are in the background. For example,
you might notice right away that there are birds chirping. If you continue to pay attention you mighty
notice something you hadn’t heard before. Some sounds will come and go, while others are constant.
Notice how some get louder and softer. Your goal is to become curious about what you are hearing and
listen to the sounds around you in a way that you don’t normally in day-to-day life.
When your mind wanders (as in you start thinking about other things), that’s ok! Just notice you’ve
become distracted and then gently return your attention to listening.
If you can do this for at least five minutes, you get a star!

Take a Walk
Maybe you don’t like sitting still? Well, most of us walk every single day. But we’re usually in so much of
a hurry to get to one place or another that we don’t really notice much of what is around us. However,
when we try to really be present in the moment, we can see, hear, feel, and experience more of our
environment than we normally would.
What to do:
Again, bundle up – it’s probably still cold out there. This is Erie! Next, Find a time and place that you
can go for a short walk undisturbed and unhurried.
Take a few deep breaths - this is not your usual walk, but a mindful walk.
When you begin walking, pay attention to all the sensations you can notice. Is the air warm or cold?
How does it make your body feel? Is there a breeze or is it still? What sounds do you hear around you?
Birds? Cars? Voices? Look at the trees and other surroundings - what are the colors and textures that
you see? How do things move and flow around you? Take time to really pay attention and be curious
about your environment and all that makes it up.
Whenever you get distracted by other thoughts, simply return to one of your senses and notice
whatever you can about the present moment.
The walk doesn’t have to be long. Take just enough time to get a little chilly and then maybe have some
hot chocolate when you get back inside!
You could also bird watch or even go out at night to look for some constellations! These are just a couple of other ideas to get
you outside and practicing mindfulness. Anything that helps you to take a little break from your daily life. I will put these links
on the UU website, under RE Connect Resources. The first one is about birds that you can see in PA during the winter months
and the other is how to locate the winter hexagon or circle so you can identify 6 common winter constellations.

https://www.whatbirdsareinmybackyard.com/2020/07/feeding-winter-birds-in-pennsylvania.html
https://earthsky.org/?p=4434

Benefits of Getting Outside (even when it’s cold out!)
Build Confidence! There’s no set way you have to play outside. There are so many ways to interact with
outdoor environments, from the backyard to the park to the local hiking trail or lake, and YOU get to
choose what to do. Climb a tree? Walk backwards? Collect leaves? The possibilities are ENDLESS.
Bolster your creativity and imagination! This is your chance to be free, make up your own activities, and
approach the world in inventive ways.
RESPONSIBILITY! When you take care of living parts of your environment, you’ll learn what happens
when you forget to water a plant, or pull a flower out by its roots. Let’s take care of our Earth and all
living things together.
Using your senses! You can see, hear, smell, and touch almost everything outside. You are flexing your
concentration muscles when you pay attention to each individual sense which makes your senses
stronger.
Get Moving! Most ways of interacting with nature involve more exercise than sitting on the couch. You
don’t have to be a pro athlete —even a walk will gets your blood pumping, which keeps your heart and
muscles healthy and happy.
Introspection (definition: examination of one’s own thoughts and feelings) Take a glance inside your
own mind. Nature creates a unique sense of wonder that no other environment can provide. Think of
all the things that happen in your very own backyard every day. Ask questions about the earth and the
life that it supports.
Take a mental break. Gonna get a little deep here, but according to the Attention Restoration Theory,
urban environments (such as living in the city where it’s busy all the time) require what’s called directed
attention, which forces us to ignore distractions and can exhaust our brains. In natural environments,
we practice an effortless type of attention known as soft fascination that creates feelings of pleasure,
not fatigue.

